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J.K. Rowling announces she will donate all royalties to charity.
By Fallon Prinzivalli
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Last week, fans of J.K. Rowling were treated to the title and release date of the "Harry Potter"
author's new novel, "The Casual Vacancy."
This week is sure to have fans buzzing again as it brings the news that she's started working on
a "Harry Potter" encyclopedia.

Rowling answered a fan question regarding the highly anticipated Potter lexicon on the
"frequently asked questions and rumours" page of her website.

"For a long time I have been promising an encyclopaedia of Harry's world, and I have started
work on this now — some of it forms the new content in Pottermore. It is likely to be a
time-consuming job, but when finished I shall donate all royalties to charity."

Back in 2008, Rowling and Warner Brothers won a lawsuit against Steve Vander Ark, the
publisher of the Harry Potter Lexicon, who attempted to release a book along the same lines.

Rowling also addressed the biggest burning fan question of all on her website: Will there ever
be another "Harry Potter" novel?
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"I have always refused to say 'never' to this question," the British author wrote, "because I think
it would be foolish to rule out something I might want to do in a few years' time. However, I have
no immediate plans to write another Harry Potter novel, and I do think that I have rounded off
Harry's story in seven published books."

With the sheer volume of a project like the Harry Potter encyclopedia, it's unlikely it will be
available anytime soon. But Rowling's first adult novel, "The Casual Vacancy," is set to be
released on September 27, 2012. The novel follows a quaint town in the wake of a death that
leaves an empty seat on the parish council. Despite appearances, the town isn't all it seems.
Behind closed doors it's in a continual state of war and this sudden death leaves it in its biggest
war yet.

Should J.K. Rowling write another "Harry Potter" book? Leave your comment below!?
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